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children, the younger groups (aged 5–8) did not exhibit an encoding advantage for own-race yet; it
appears to emerge around 9–10 and became apparent around 11–12. In sum, school-age children
made steady progress in discriminating own-race faces while their ability to discriminate other-
race faces remained relatively unchanged.
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Behavioral studies suggested that newborns can show communicative competences and that they
can visually recognize a face previously seen since from the birth. The neurobiological evidence of
this ability was demonstrated by four-months of life, and there is a considerable scepticism about
the neurobiological maturation necessary for this ability before three-months of life. 23 newborns
(11 newborns M¼ 4.7; DS¼ 3.3 hours old were included in the analyses) performed the following
visual procedure: a presentation of a face for 60s (Target); then 50 trials of Target, 50 trials of
Unknown faces and 50 trials of a neutral stimulus, each trial lasted 2 s. Event-related potential
(ERP) analysis showed a difference amplitude in response to Target vs. Unknown on left occipito-
temporal montage from 300 ms and a shorter latency in response to Target compared to
Unknown. Time-frequency analysis showed a higher Beta1-band activity in response to Target
compared to Unknown at 500–600 ms on occipital-temporal. Connectivity results showed higher
implication in fusiform gyrus with known face. Findings suggest that the newborns have the ability
to discriminate a familiar face from a stranger since from the birth; this result has a relevant clinical
implication for the possibility to find early neural marker for psychopathology as the autism.
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We studied the effect of age on visual perceptual decisions of bi-stable stimuli. We used two
different stimuli: bi-stable rotating spheres and a binocular rivalry stimulus. At onset, both stimuli
can evoke two different percepts: for the sphere clockwise or anti-clockwise rotation and for the
binocular rivalry stimulus a percept that switches between the stimuli in the two eyes. The stimuli
were presented intermittently for 1 second with a range of inter-stimulus intervals (0.1 – 2
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seconds). Subjects ranged between 18 and 73 years old and were instructed to indicate which of
the two percepts dominate at each onset of the bi-stable stimulus. Our results show that
perceptual choices are more stable for older subjects for the binocular rivalry stimulus and not
for the bi-stable rotating spheres. The results will be discussed in the context of current models
for bi-stable visual perception.
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When judging the 3D shape of a shaded image, observers generally assume that the light source is
placed above and to the left of the stimulus. This leftward bias has been attributed to hemispheric
lateralization or experiential factors shaped by the observers’ handedness, learning and usual
scanning direction. As aging is known to be associated with loss of hemispheric lateralization in
functional and resting state signals, in the current study, we measured the effect of aging on the
assumed light source direction. A group of old adults over the age of 60, and a group of young
adults judged the relative depth of the central hexagon surrounded by six shaded hexagons. We
found a significant effect of age on the light source bias, with the older participants exhibiting a
significantly decreased leftward lighting bias compared to the young participants. This result could
be well accounted by the diminished hemispheric lateralization that occurs with ageing.
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Sensitivity to horizontal structure in human faces is related to identification performance in young,
healthy observers (Pachai, Sekuler and Bennett, 2013). Here, we explored this relationship in
developmental prosopagnosic subjects (DP) and older observers, two populations for which
face identification is notably impaired. Specifically, we measured the performance of four groups
in a 6-AFC identification task: older observers (mean age¼ 75), younger controls (mean age¼ 20),
DPs (mean age¼ 43), and DP-matched controls (mean age¼ 43). On each trial, the target face was
band-pass filtered to retain only horizontal, only vertical, or all orientation components.
Additionally, target viewpoint either matched the response screen faces (i.e. front-facing) or
was angled slightly to the side. Across all groups, sensitivity to horizontal structure, relative to
vertical, was correlated with overall identification accuracy. Further, the older and DP groups
performed significantly worse than their corresponding controls, their performance was reduced
further when viewpoint variation rendered image matching impossible, and this additional
decrement corresponded with decreased horizontal sensitivity, relative to vertical. These
results extend the body of evidence relating selective horizontal processing to human face
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